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THE ULTIMATE ANTI-THEFT DEVICE

PLEASE OBSERVE THE SAFETY NOTICES MARKED IN BOLD
RED LETTERS. THESE ARE INTENDED FOR YOUR SAFETY.
In vehicles that have an electronic immobilizer, the installation of the Cadillock may in some rare cases lead to data
losses or error indications in the fault recorder of the control
unit. This does not affect the security of the vehicle. If you
have any questions in this respect, please contact: tech-uk@
cadillock.com
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Dear customer,

T

hank you for buying the Cadillock® and for your trust in our product.

Please read these operating instructions carefully, since they contain
important information about the installation and application and are
especially intended for your safety.
Please pay particular attention to the explanations of the
enclosed security screw and the enclosed Allen key (step 6 in
the installation instructions) as well as our recommendation
to register this product (Chapter E.).
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Package contents
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cadillock® adapter
2 radio remote controls
1 security screw
1 security Allen key
1 customer card
4 warning stickers
Adhesive materials
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A. Functionality of the Cadillock®

T

he Cadillock® reflects a technological breakthrough in the area
of anti-theft devices. With this patent-protected technical product,
the theft protection of your car will be significantly improved.
Through its patented circuit configuration, the Cadillock® cuts off the
power supply that starts the vehicle to protect it from being stolen.
However, this will not delete any stored data, such as the pre-set radio channels, stored addresses in your navigation system, etc.
It isn’t necessary to interfere with the electrical system of the car and
no additional cables are required to install the Cadillock®.
The operation of the Cadillock® is very simple: to activate the antitheft device, just press the
button on your remote control and to
deactivate it, the
button. During the activation a long acoustic
signal at the level of 110 dB will sound and two short acoustic signals
will sound during the deactivation.

B. Installation instructions for the Cadillock®

T

o ensure the correct installation, the following instructions have to
be followed exactly. Also see our film that explains the individual
installation steps under www.cadillock.com.
All that is required for the installation in addition to the enclosed Allen
key is a size 10 wrench.
If the car battery has a cover, open it and then follow the installation
instructions.
SAFETY NOTICE:
If any electric cable connections are attached to the car battery, we recommend the installation of the Cadillock® by a specialized shop.
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Step 1
Turn off the engine and open
the radiator hood (or any other
access to the car battery). Make
sure that the ignition is turned off
– any other equipment, such as
an alarm system, also has to be
turned off.

Step 2
The Cadillock® can principally be mounted onto or even next to the
car battery. Ensure that the location you select for the installation of
the Cadillock® fulfills the following conditions:
• the length of the cable from the Cadillock® is sufficient to reach the
positive pole of the car battery,
• the positive cable of the vehicle reaches the pole of the Cadillock® and
• the black negative connection cable of the Cadillock® reaches the
negative pole of the car battery.

Step 3
After you have determined the
best installation position for your
vehicle model, first remove the
negative cable of your car battery. This is intended for your safety, to prevent any sparks from
shooting out during the installation of the Cadillock®.
PLEASE NOTE:
The removal of the negative cable can lead to data losses in electronic
devices (e.g. in radios, CD players, electrical seat adjusters, car computer, etc.)
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Step 4
Now please clean the surface where you plan to install the Cadillock®
and attach the four enclosed, double-sided strips of tape to the back
of the Cadillock®. Please don’t remove the top layer of the tape yet.

Step 5
Remove the positive cable (red or marked with +) of the vehicle from
the battery connection and attach it to the pole of the Cadillock®.

Step 6
Place the positive cable of the Cadillock ® onto the positive pole
of the car battery and firmly attach it with the security screw and
the enclosed Allen key. Please be sure to tighten the security
screw.
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SAFETY NOTICE:
We recommend that the security screw is tightened during every
inspection, but at least 1-2 times per year, since strong tremors
may result in a loosening of the security screw in extreme cases.
PLEASE NOTE:
The security screw is an essential security element of the Cadillock®. To prevent the Cadillock® from being uninstalled during an
attempted theft, the cable of the Cadillock® is fastened with the
enclosed security screw. It is nearly impossible to remove the Cadillock® without the enclosed Allen key. The security screw as well
as the Allen key are manufactured exclusively for the Cadillock®
in various issues. Therefore please be sure to store the Allen key in
a safe location at all times.
If you and your vehicle are frequently away from your permanent
residence, we recommend that you carry your Allen key in your
luggage so that the Cadillock® may be removed in the event of a
technical disruption of your car battery.
In the event that you lose the Allen key, you have the option of
ordering a replacement copy. For this, please take notice of the
registration information.
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Step 7
Now return the negative connection cable of the car battery,
which had been removed in Step
1, to the negative pole. Place the
black negative grounding connection of the Cadillock ® – as pictured – between the fittings and
then securely tighten the negative connection cable again.

Step 8
Pull off the top layer of the double-sided strips of tape that were
attached earlier so that the adhesive surface is exposed, then stick
the Cadillock® to the previously
cleaned surface, thereby securely
stabilizing it.

Step 9
Now attach the buzzer. For this,
pull off the top layer of the double-sided tape adhering to the
bottom of the buzzer and attach
the buzzer in an appropriate location.
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Step 10
The Cadillock® is tremor-proof
and generally secured sufficiently by the double-sided tapes.
But you also have the additional
option of wrapping the enclosed
cable tie or another means of attachment around the Cadillock ®
and the car battery in a location
of your choice on the Cadillock®
and then tightening it.
The installation of the Cadillock® is now complete. Now please
close the engine hood before you check the functioning of the
Cadillock®.
SAFETY NOTICE:
The Cadillock® is equipped with a buzzer that indicates the activation and deactivation of the Cadillock® with an acoustic signal. This
acoustic signal has a high volume level of 110 dB, in order to signal
the activation or deactivation to you even in a noisy environment. The
sound level is strongly muffled by the closed engine hood. If the engine hood is open, however, the noise level may be unpleasant.
Recommendation:
We recommend to all our customers that they do not store the remote
control of the Cadillock® in the same place as the car key but keep
them separated (for example, by attaching it to another key ring).
This is for your own security, since a great deal of car thefts are carried out with the aid of stolen car keys.
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C. Operating instructions for the remote control
Activating the Cadillock®

1.

If your vehicle is not equipped with an alarm system or a central
lock, press the
button on the remote control in order to activate the anti-theft function.

2.

If your car is already equipped with a remotely controlled antitheft alarm or a central lock, these functions need to be brought
into operation first. Afterwards press the button on the remote control of the Cadillock® in order to activate the anti-theft function.

3.

When you press the button, a long acoustic 110 db signal will
sound and the red LED indicator of the remote control will light
up in order to show that the transfer of the signal has been completed.
Deactivating the Cadillock®

1.

If your vehicle is not equipped with an already installed car alarm
system or a central lock, press the
button on the remote control in order to deactivate the anti-theft function.

2.

If your car is equipped with an already installed alarm system or
a central lock, first press the
button on the remote control of
®
the Cadillock in order to deactivate the anti-theft function. Then
deactivate the alarm system or open the doors with the central lock.

3.

When you press the
button, two short acoustic 110 db signals
will sound and the red LED indicator of the remote control of
the Cadillock ® will light up in order to show that the transfer of the
signal has been completed.
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D. Functional test of the anti-theft function

P

lease check the anti-theft function of the Cadillock® by means of
the central lock, on-board computer, radio, and the time indicated
by the clock.

Step 1
Please note the settings on your on-board computer, the stored radio
stations and the time indicated by the clock in the vehicle before carrying out the next steps.

Step 2
If your vehicle is equipped with a central lock, please use it to lock
the doors.

Step 3
Press the

button on the remote control of the Cadillock®.

Step 4
Now try to open the central lock. If it is not possible to open the central lock, the anti-theft function of the Cadillock® has been activated, since the Cadillock® has already interrupted the battery power
to prevent a break-in theft.
If your vehicle is not equipped with a central lock, check the functionality of the Cadillock ® by trying to start your vehicle. If this does not
work, the anti-theft function of the Cadillock ® has been activated.
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PLEASE NOTE:
Please only attempt to start your car in this one instance in order to
test the functionality of the Cadillock®. Otherwise we don’t recommend this procedure, since it may lead to data losses in your on-board
computer.

Step 5
Press the
button on the remote control of your Cadillock® in order to turn the anti-theft function off again.

Step 6
Open the central lock.

Step 7
Now check the settings of the on-board computer, the stored radio
stations and the time indicated by the clock in your vehicle that you
had recorded earlier. If the settings of the on-board computer and the
radio stations coincide with the recorded settings and the appropriately continuous time of day is indicated correctly (showing that there
has been no interruption), the Cadillock® is functioning correctly.
After you have successfully completed the functional test of the
Cadillock®, the Cadillock® is now ready to protect your vehicle
from a break-in theft.
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E. Registration notice
PLEASE NOTE:
Your customer card is included in the package. The device number of
your Cadillock® is recorded on this card. In the event that you lose
a remote control or your Allen key, you can order a replacement by
referring to the device number. But this requires that you register your
customer data within one week after purchase on the website www.
cadillock.com. Please store your customer card in a safe location.

F. Changing the battery in the remote control
Step 1
Please open the three screws in
the back of the remote control
and remove the back part of the
remote control.

Step 2
Now change the battery. You will
need one battery with the A27 Alkaline 12V specification.

Step 3
As a final step, reattach the back part of the remote control with the
three screws.
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G. Removal of the Cadillock®
Step 1
First please remove the negative cable of your vehicle from the negative pole and separate the negative connection cable of the Cadillock®
from the fittings.

Step 2
Then remove the red positive cable of the Cadillock® from the positive pole of your battery by using the enclosed Allen key.

Step 3
Now remove the positive battery cable of the vehicle from the pole of
the Cadillock ®.

Step 4
Reattach the positive battery cable of the vehicle to the positive pole
of the car battery.

Step 5
Finally, attach the negative cable of your vehicle to the negative pole
of the car battery again.
The Cadillock® has now been removed. Please store the main device, the security screw, the Allen key, the remote controls and your
customer card in one location.
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24 Month Warranty

T

he warranty of the Cadillock® to cover defects or faulty functioning is in effect for 24 months starting on the date of purchase.
However, the warranty does not apply to faulty functioning due to
damages caused by an accident, misusage, or damage caused by
non-compliance with the installation instructions. If the Cadillock ® is
opened, the warranty is terminated.
Cadillock® is a product by 2besmart technologies gmbh.

2b

2besmart technologies gmbh
Am Alten Bahnhof 4
smart D-77694 Kehl
Phone +49 – 78 51 – 8 99 99 – 0
Fax    +49 – 78 51 – 8 99 99 – 29
info@2besmart.com
www.2besmart.com
For technical support:
tech-uk@cadillock.com
For questions about the registration:
reg-uk@cadillock.com
For complaints about the product, operating instructions or service:
ceo-uk@cadillock.com
For other questions and comments:
info-uk@cadillock.com
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I. Technical data
Main Device
Housing:

• Injection-molded thermoplasticABS+PC V0 housing
Fireproof (UL approved material) and 		
Recycle material
• 136mm L x 86mm W x 40mm H

Battery Post

• Brass with Gold coating;
• Golden coating thickness: 0.15μ inch

Red cable:

4 AWG; Max Temperature 105 °C

Battery connector:

•
•
•
•

Brass with Gold coating;
Golden coating thickness: 0.15μ inch
Pulling resistance to :100kgf.cm
Design with patent

Battery connector cap: Material PC fireproof (UL approved material)
Latching Relay:

Remote control
Buzzer
Accessories
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Max. Switching Power: 20,000VA(continue);
Contact Resistance: <= 2 mΩ
Operation Life :1Million times
2 Channels, SAW, more than 2 Million
rolling code.
Audible Alarm Pressure : 110dB
• Nylon cable tie
1pc – 914mm L x 4.8mm W
• Double sided tape:
4pcs x 3M tapes (No.Y-4229P Acrylic
foam tape)
• Allen key: tool for security screw on
battery connector.

